SUMMER CHALLENGE SINGLES LADDER
CHALLENGE RULES
1. A PLAYER MAY ISSUE A CHALLENGE TO ANY PLAYER UP TO 3 PLACES ABOVE
HIM/HER
2. USTA rules will govern play, best of 3 sets with 10 point super tie break for the 3rd
set. *Players may opt to play a third set if agreed on.
3. The ladder referee is Stephen. Stephen@edgebrookclub.org
4. Making a challenge: a player must call or email the appropriate players according to
the current rankings. A player may only make or accept one challenge at a time. Any
other challenges should be made only after the match is played.
5. Accepting a challenge: As soon as possible but not more than 3 days after being
challenged, a challenge player must offer two reasonable days and times for the match
within seven days of the challenge or default the match, losing his/her ladder position
to the challenger.
6. Matches must be played before other challenges can be accepted. You should tell the
challenger that you are already under challenge and as a courtesy give the challenger
the name of the first challenger and the day set for the match.
7. Should it become necessary for a player to become inactive for three or more weeks
due to injury, travel, that name will be blacked out on the ladder. If the period of
inactivity exceeds thirty days that person’s name will be removed from the ladder
entirely.
8. Any player may be removed from the ladder for cause: lack of participation, poor
sportsmanship.
9. After challenging a player and completing the match, you may not challenge the
same player for 2 weeks.
REPORTING MATCHES
1. Winners must turn in the results by emailing Stephen@edgebrookclub.org.
2. After completion of the match, the following day the ladder position will change. If a
lower ranked player beats a higher ranked player, he/she will take the winning players
spot, and the losing player will drop down into the challenger’s position.
MATCH INFO
1. Ladder changes will be updated twice a week: Mondays and Fridays. They will be
posted to the edgebrookclub.org Tennis page.
2. Per Edgebrook/Covid guidelines both players must provide a can of balls. Please
follow Edgebrook booking systems for booking courts.
3. Matches interrupted because of court time limitations should be continued from the
point of interrupt in a reasonable time.

